New and old biomarkers of hepatocellular carcinoma
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Abstract

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a significant cause of mortality in patients with chronic liver disease around the world. Development of biomarkers for early HCC detection is a primary public health goal to decrease mortality. The ideal biomarkers should be highly sensitive and specific for surveillance of high-risk populations and early detection of HCC and also be able to predict therapeutic outcome and provide a prognosis on survival. Currently, the new biomarkers do not perform better than the conventional ones such as alpha-fetoprotein in such a way that they could be widely adopted in clinical practice. Another problem is the low sensitivity of these biomarkers in the detection of HCC. Further work on the development of novel biomarkers and on a combination of them is necessary. Advances in identifying unique molecular signatures including genomic, proteomic, metabolomic, and glycomic profiles have improved our understanding of many biological processes involved in HCC. This review focuses on the role of old and new biomarkers in surveillance, diagnosis, prognosis, and prediction of response to therapeutic targets for HCC and provides up-to-date data to health-care providers which would be applied in clinical practice.
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INTRODUCTION

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the second leading cause of cancer-related mortality and morbidity. HCC accounts for about 6% of all newly diagnosed cancer cases worldwide. Risk factors include chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) and hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection which contributes up to 85% of HCC cases worldwide.
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Other risk factors include metabolic disorders such as nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and chronic alcohol consumption\(^4\). The frequency of cirrhosis among patients with HCC has been shown to be 85%–95%\(^{[4,6]}\). The HCC incidence rate among cirrhotic patients has been estimated to be 2%–4% per year\(^7\). Cirrhotic patients represent a high-risk group for HCC development and should undergo surveillance for HCC on a regular basis.

Early detection of HCC through surveillance methods have increased patient survival by providing effective initial treatments such as primary curative hepatectomy and locoregional ablative therapy\(^{[8,9]}\). Surveillance and diagnostic methods for HCC depend on several biomarkers, defined as molecules that can be objectively measured in body fluids.

Although many studies have investigated several biomarkers for the prognosis and the evaluation of HCC, no biomarkers can predict and/or confirm the presence of HCC. There are no validated predictive biomarkers to evaluate the therapeutic response to HCC treatment except for the alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) for the evaluation of ramucirumab treatment efficacy as recently presented by Zhu et al.\(^{[10]}\).

The most well-studied HCC biomarkers are (1) the AFP, its isoform lens culinaris agglutinin-reactive fraction of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP-L3); and (2) des-\(\gamma\)-carboxy prothrombin (DCP). However, there are many other molecules that might be taken into account for future studies, including glypican 3 (GPC3), glutamine synthase (GS), heat shock protein 70 (HSP70), cytokeratin 19 (CK19), Golgi protein 73 (GP73), midkine, osteopontin (OPN), squamous cell carcinoma antigen (SCCA), Annexin A2, fibroblast growth factor 3/4 (FGF3/4), micro-RNAs (miRNAs), Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), circulating tumor cells (CTCs), cell-free DNA (cfDNA), and other biomarkers based on proteomic analyses. In addition, genetic signatures might play a role in the prognosis of HCC and therefore, they might be considered among possible disease biomarkers\(^9\).

Epigenetic modifications are the changes occurring in the gene expression but do not involve changes in the DNA sequence. These modifications include DNA methylation and histone modifications. Interestingly, some enzymes involved in the epigenetic regulation have shown to be involved in HCC pathogenesis. These enzymes include \textit{RASSF1A}, \textit{P16}, DLC1 RhoA GTPase activating protein, runt related transcription factor 3, and suppressor of cytocrine signaling 1\(^{[11,12]}\). Multiple studies showed that (1) targeting these epigenetic modifiers might be effective in different types of cancers including HCC; and (2) they have the potential to be used as biomarkers for therapeutic response\(^{[12,14]}\). Histone deacetylase inhibitors such as panalinostat and belinostat have shown therapeutic efficacy in HCC\(^{[15,16]}\).

**CURRENTLY USED BIOMARKERS AND LIMITATIONS OF OLD BIOMARKERS**

\textbf{AFP for HCC surveillance in high-risk groups, diagnosis, and prognosis. Is it the ideal biomarker}\n
AFP is the most extensively used old biomarker. AFP is a common biomarker for the diagnosis and surveillance for HCC and it has reached the phase 5 of biomarker development stages (prospective randomized studies aiming to define the clinical utility of biomarkers).

AFP is a large serum glycoprotein that is a part of the serum albumin gene family\(^{[17]}\). The synthesis of AFP in the liver occurs during the fetal life is repressed during the adulthood\(^{[18]}\). Therefore, AFP levels often diminish rapidly after birth and remain low throughout the adulthood. However, AFP can be expressed under certain pathological conditions such as chronic liver disease, HCC, germ cell tumors, and gastric cancer\(^{[19]}\).

There have been several investigations concerning the diagnostic utility of AFP suggesting that elevated serum AFP levels (> 20 ng/mL) correlate with an increased risk for HCC development. Although the sensitivity of AFP is excellent, its specificity is low. The use of a higher cutoff value such as of 200 ng/mL drops the sensitivity...
to 22% while increases the specificity$^{[20,21]}$. Therefore, the use of AFP in clinical practice is limited by the low sensitivity at cutoff values maintaining sufficiently high specificity.

Furthermore, it has not escaped our notice that the heterogeneity of AFP cut off values in the literature could be attributed to several epidemiological factors as the high incidence of HBV infection in Asian HCC patients and the fatty liver in Western countries. In addition, the control group in most of these studies includes subjects without HCC instead of subjects with suspected HCC to ensure prevalence rates comparable to the rates in clinical settings. Finally, several studies suffer from the “verification bias” because the reference standard (CT scan or MRI) had not been performed in all subjects to exclude tumor presence in non-HCC cases.

Although AFP can be used to help define the population at risk of HCC$^{[22]}$, it has a suboptimal performance as a serological test for surveillance. The following study supports the use of AFP as a single biomarker for surveillance of HCC in particular populations or healthcare environments where ultrasound (US) is not available$^{[23]}$. Furthermore, the use of US and AFP levels vs. the use of US alone offered additional detection in 6%-8% of HCC cases. The low specificity of AFP as a biomarker for HCC surveillance could be explained by (1) the transient rise in AFP levels in patients with cirrhosis reflecting an exacerbation of the hepatitis infection or in patients with chronic liver disease; and (2) the flares of underlying liver disease such as HBV, HCV or HCC development$^{[24]}$.

Furthermore, AFP shows low sensitivity because it is not overexpressed in all HCC patients. It was found that elevated AFP levels were not evident in around 80% of small HCCs$^{[25]}$. Only about 10%-20% of HCC tumors at the early stage can present with abnormal AFP serum levels. This observation has been recently found in a molecular subclass of aggressive HCCs (S2 class, EpCAM positive)$^{[26-28]}$. In addition, AFP levels may be normal in up to 40% of patients diagnosed with early HCC. Based on data from the literature, a summary of the sensitivity and specificity of AFP is shown in Table 1$^{[21]}$.

Another limitation of AFP includes the suboptimal performance in distinguishing intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma and HCC. Although AFP (-) was the most sensitive assay for differentiating intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) from HCC (91.1%), its specificity was significantly lower than other markers such as CA242 (+) and carbohydrate antigen (CA) CA19-9 (+)$^{[29]}$. This has a critical impact on the outcome of the misdiagnosed patients since surgical resection is generally the preferred therapeutic choice for HCC but not ICC$^{[30]}$. As a result, AFP has been excluded in some guidelines on HCC surveillance and diagnosis. In fact, the European Association for the Study of the Liver and the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EASL-EORTC) clinical practice guidelines (CPG)$^{[31]}$ for HCC screening and diagnosis do not include quantitative measurements of serum AFP and recommend surveillance by experienced personnel in the at-risk populations using abdominal US every 6 months. However, the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) guidelines$^{[32]}$ recommend surveillance by the US for cirrhotic adults every 6 months with optional use of AFP due to the poor sensitivity and specificity of this biomarker. Shorter follow-up interval (every 3-4 months) is recommended in case of any of these conditions: (1) a nodule of less than one cm has been detected; (2) after liver resection; or (3) after loco-regional therapy. In contrary, the follow-up 3-6 months of serum AFP was included in the diagnostic algorithm of hepatic nodules by the Oriental guidelines for HCC management. Therefore, in the most common guidelines, it is well established and recommended that US should be part of surveillance and most commonly combined with AFP.

Furthermore, a recent systematic review on HCC surveillance$^{[33]}$ showed that the most commonly used surveillance tests for HCC in cirrhotic patients were US and AFP. Four studies used only US for HCC surveillance, whereas the rest of studies used the combination of US and AFP at 6-month intervals. The
combined surveillance tests had better detection of early-stage HCC compared with no surveillance (OR 2.16, 95% CI 1.80-2.6). On the other hand, the use of US only compared with no surveillance showed better detection of early stage HCC (OR 2.04, 95% CI 1.55-2.68). Also, the use of either the US alone or in combination with AFP showed similar curative rates for the treatment (OR 2.23, 95% CI 1.83-2.71 and 2.19, 95% CI 1.89-2.53, respectively). Unfortunately, no studies have compared US alone vs. US in combination with AFP to detect early-stage HCC or to assess curative therapy. Regarding the improving survival, US plus AFP had a pooled risk ratio of 1.86 (95% CI 1.76-1.97) whereas the US alone had a slightly lower pooled risk ratio of 1.75 (95% CI 1.56-1.98). At present, it is unknown whether the addition of AFP allows for improved survival and which type of surveillance tests, US alone or in combination with AFP has a better-improved survival.

Furthermore, AFP has been incorporated in nomograms or calculators to predict the outcome of hepatic resection and transplantation. AFP combined with SCCA might predict the risk of HCC in patients with chronic liver disease. AFP level has been incorporated in many staging systems for HCC patients, such as Cancer of the Liver Italian Program, Chines University Prognostic Index, Groupe d’Etude et de Traitement du Carcinome Hépatocellulaire, and model to estimate survival in ambulatory HCC patients score. Changes in AFP levels can predict the outcome in patients treated with transarterial chemoembolization or Sorafenib.

Several limitations have been recognized in using AFP levels as a biomarker for HCC. First of all, AFP levels as a prognostic marker cannot help in therapeutic decisions and especially for patients with normal pretreatment AFP levels. Also, there is no consensus on when post-treatment AFP levels should be measured. Finally, the clinical utility of AFP response in patients treated with sorafenib has not yet been validated in prospective studies.

The limitations of AFP use highlight the need to identify novel biomarkers. Given the increasing incidence of HCC, it is necessary to explore whether other new or old serum biomarkers or a combination of them can compete with or complement that of the US and constitute an optimal performance in the diagnosis, prognosis, treatment response, and surveillance of HCC.

**DCP**

Other serum markers such as DCP have also been explored, alone or in combination, in the diagnosis and surveillance of HCC.

DCP is an abnormal prothrombin molecule induced by vitamin K absence (PIVKA II) and posttranslational carboxylation machinery is known as DCP. DCP is an abnormal prothrombin molecule overproduced in HCC patients.

Unfortunately, DCP did not offer substantial advantages concerning AFP. This marker is not used for early detection of HCC. DCP levels have been associated with portal vein invasion and advanced stage of HCC.
with AFP-L3 fraction levels\textsuperscript{[46].} Serum DCP-based diagnosis showed suboptimal sensitivity (48\%-62\%) but satisfactory specificity (81\%-98\%) in HCC patients\textsuperscript{[43,47].}

Regarding the role of PIVKA-II as treatment response marker, a recent meta-analysis showed that increased PIVKA-II levels could predict worsening overall survival and recurrence-free survival in patients with HCC who had curative ablation\textsuperscript{[48].} More studies are needed to confirm the clinical utility of PIVKA-II for HCC prognosis. At present, none of the above surveillance tests can be recommended to screen patients at high risk for HCC.

**Surveillance tests: the combination of AFP + AFP-L3 + DCP markers**

To address the problem of the markers being suboptimal due to sensitivity and specificity problems, combined application of DCP- and AFP-based biomarkers has been tested. The combination of AFP-L3, AFP and DCP markers used in 104 patients with HCC, 43\% of whom had AFP levels below 10 ng/mL achieved 60.6\% sensitivity and 100\% specificity\textsuperscript{[49].} In another large multicenter case-control study, DCP with AFP immunoassay for HCC detection showed increased sensitivity from 65\% to 87\%, but specificity dropped from 84\% to 69\%\textsuperscript{[50].} These studies supported the clinical utility of DCP for early-stage HCC diagnosis. However, further studies are needed to validate the effectiveness of DCP alone or as part of a new predictive score for HCC diagnosis. At present, the combination of AFP + AFP-L3 + DCP is included in the diagnostic algorithm of hepatic nodules by Oriental guidelines for HCC management, but not by Western guidelines.

**Other biomarkers**

In an effort to identify markers with highest sensitivity and specificity for the detection of HCC, many other molecules have been explored, including GPC3, GS, HSP70 (tissue), CK19, GP73, midkine, OPN, SCCA, Annexin A2, FGF3/4, miRNAs, IncRNA, CTCs, and cfDNA. Also, biomarkers obtained by proteomic-based approaches should be taken into account.

Proteomic studies have now identified multiple serum protein fragments with differential expression in HCC such as 70-kDa HSP70 and fructose-1, 6-bisphosphatase 1, the most consistently reported proteins, with upregulation and downregulation, respectively, in HCC\textsuperscript{[51].} Therefore, many of these proteins could serve as new biomarkers for HCC diagnosis, surveillance, prognosis, and treatment response. However, there is a limitation of proteomics currently used, the lack of agreement among various studies in reporting changes in protein expression associated with HCC.

Likewise, metabolomic studies investigate changes in lipid- and water-soluble metabolites found in the blood or urine. The scope was to identify a broader array of potential biomarkers for HCC\textsuperscript{[52-54].} Also, glycomic studies investigated N-glycosylation patterns that may be associated with cancer development\textsuperscript{[55].} N-glycans are complex polysaccharides bound to biomolecules through N-glycosylation and actively involved in several biological processes.

Also, genetic signatures can also be included among oncomarkers with prognostic meaning. Genomic variation between individuals has revealed multiple single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with HCC risk\textsuperscript{[56].} However, the high degree of change in gene expression based on patient ethnicity and underlying chronic liver disease makes it difficult to discover gene expression profiles that can reliably predict the risk of HCC.

In conclusion, many molecules have been explored as possible biomarkers for HCC, and some of them are described below.

**GPC3, GS, HSP70**

GPC3 is a cell-surface proteoglycan of the glypican family. This proteoglycan is overproduced in HCC cells and plays a pivotal role in regulating tumor growth. So, the soluble NH2-terminal fragment of GPC3 is
used as a serological biomarker due to its ability to accurately distinguish between patients with small, well-differentiated HCC tumors and those with cirrhosis. This marker is similar to AFP, showed high specificity but low sensitivity. Even if it is combined with miRNAs, such as miR-21, only a slight improvement in performance was shown compared with AFP.

Other markers used in combination with GPC3 include HSP70 and GS. HSP70 belongs to a class of genes (heat shock proteins) abundantly overexpressed in advanced HCC as compared to early HCC, and in early HCC as compared to precancerous lesions. Also, a study by Osada et al. showed a stepwise increase in GS immunoreactivity from precancerous lesions to early and advanced HCC suggested that GS has a role in HCC. In CPG jointly published by EASL-EORTC recommend that GPC3 could be used alone or in combination with HSP70 and GS to distinguish well-differentiated HCC (early and grade 1) from dysplastic nodules of cirrhosis.

**NOVEL BIOMARKERS FOR HCC**

There is an unmet clinical need to discover better biomarkers for HCC that (1) fully correlate with the tumor stage; (2) can be detected in early HCC; and (3) allow for tumor surveillance and evaluation of therapeutic efficacy. Therefore, the research into novel HCC biomarkers continues. In this section, we briefly discuss the novel biomarkers for HCC, all are under investigation in clinical trials and are not currently used in clinical practice.

**CK19**

CK19 is a novel HCC biomarker associated with poor prognostic factors in HCC patients due to high risk of microvascular invasion and distant metastasis, as well as worse treatment outcome.

**GP73**

GP73 is a transmembrane protein localized in the Golgi complex. Although it is absent in normal hepatocytes, abundantly overexpressed in HCC patients, compared with cirrhotic patients. GP73 could be used as a marker in early-stage.

**OPN**

OPN is a glycoprotein, an extracellular matrix protein expressed in HCC cells and other various types of malignancies. OPN, although, it has a higher sensitivity in the discrimination of early HCC than AFP according to the clinical study of Shang et al. The low specificity can be explained by its relationship with more than 30 types of cancers. Therefore a combination with AFP is necessary to optimize its performance.

**SCCA**

SCCA is a serine protease inhibitor. It is found in squamous epithelium. The use of SCCA as an additional diagnostic marker with AFP for HCC has been well documented. Also, it might play a role as a biomarker for response to treatment as there is an inverse correlation with the treatment response for HCC. Finally, the combination of AFP and SCCA should be investigated in future studies to validate the diagnostic role of SCCA as a predictor for the risk of HCC in patients with chronic liver disease.

**Annexin A2**

Annexin A2 is a calcium-dependent, phospholipid-binding protein. It is present in the cell surface, and it seems to be implicated in the development and metastasis of HCC. It has been used as a serological biomarker for diagnosis and prognosis of early-stage HCC patients with higher sensitivity and specificity than AFP.

**miRNA**

miRNAs are small non-coding endogenous RNAs that have been implicated in various biological roles at the cellular level including apoptosis and oncogenesis. Some types of miRNAs act as controllers of different
genes during HCC pathogenesis. There are several types of miRNAs being tested as diagnostic and prognostic markers for HCC. To date, most common methods used for detection are the microarray, PCR and gene sequencing. As a prognostic factor, low level and down-regulation of miRNA-542 and miRNA-139 are associated with poor prognosis as vascular invasion, larger tumor size and metastatic disease. Expression of miRNA profile in the histopathological analysis after HCC resection can predict the risk of HCC recurrence within the Milan criteria, HCC miRNAs expression varies between cirrhotic and non-cirrhotic HCC. Remarkably, miRNAs like miR503HG suppress metastasis and inhibit malignant cell migration. Therefore, downregulation is associated with a higher risk of metastatic disease. This discovery may act as a template for future pharmacological targeted treatment. Several studies compared them with the conventional HCC biomarkers such as AFP, DCP, AFP-L3 or used along with these biomarkers and the results demonstrated that a single miRNA or even better combination of different miRNAs were more sensitive than AFP, DCP, and AFP-L3%. However, the miRNA expression profiles in HCC patients could vary significantly according to the tumor stages. Subsequently, it was difficult to distinguish between patients with different tumor stages. This was a limitation of the diagnostic utility of miRNAs as serological biomarkers.

Later, a panel of circulating miRNAs was developed, with the advances in miRNA screening techniques and the development of new bioinformatics tools achieved higher sensitivity and specificity in HCC diagnosis. Indeed, a miRNA panel, with cutoff 20 ng/mL, showed better diagnostic sensitivity than AFP and similar specificity to AFP especially for the detection of small and early-stage tumors. Also, this miRNA panel could be used as a prognostic score to improve the treatment outcome of HCC patients.

In conclusion, miRNAs are the promising biomarkers in the field of HCC diagnosis, prognosis, and potential therapeutic targets. However, they do not yet fit for the routine clinical setting.

**IncRNAs**

IncRNA are a unique class which are defined as transcripts of more than 200 nucleotides that present in genome-wide analysis of mammalian transcriptome. Accumulating evidence showed that dysregulated IncRNA had been involved in the pathogenesis of HCC. Lately, IncRNA has been recognized as important regulators for carbohydrate and lipid metabolism; this has led to discovering a novel biomarker “IncRNA Ftx” which stimulate HCC progression and glycolysis. Therefore, IncRNA Ftx may act as a prototype for further research in targeted therapy for HCC. A recent prospective study suggested combining IncRNA and AFP measurement may be a novel useful marker for HCC regarding diagnosis and prognosis. Expression of RP11-466I1 in the serum and HCC tissue is associated with poor features like tumor capsule invasion.

**CTCs**

One of the most adverse prognostic features of HCC is the presence of vascular invasion which leads to hematological spread and distant metastasis of malignant cells. Therefore, detection of CTCs has strategic clinical value in predicting HCC recurrence and monitoring treatment response. Detection of CTCs is associated with poor overall survival and relapse-free survival. In addition to that, CTCs positivity is significantly correlated with serum AFP level, vascular invasion and TNM stage which can reflect the histopathological status of HCC. According to a recent meta-analysis of more than 20 studies, the CTC is not used as a sole indicator for diagnosis instead associated with poor clinical and pathological features.

**cfDNA**

Dysregulated levels of cfDNA have a role in diagnosis, monitoring of treatment response, and even outcome prediction for cancer diseases. Furthermore, single-nucleotide polymorphism of cfDNA such as Ser249 p53 mutation which is commonly found in the plasma DNA, unfortunately, is detected in HCC and non-HHC individuals. However, differential methylation signatures identified in cfDNA, precede the occurrence
of HCC, which are recommended to be used in combination with the conventional HCC biomarker AFP to improve the accuracy of HCC diagnosis because of lack of robustness. Finally, the monitoring of cfDNA in the urine has been recently reported to be a promising tool to predict HCC recurrence.

**Proteomic analysis and serum metabolite biomarkers**

An array of proteomic studies coupled with bioinformatics analysis identified serum protein fragments with differential expression in HCC, which possibly could serve as potential HCC biomarkers. Luo et al. investigated the utility of a serum metabolite biomarker panel of phenylalanine-tryptophan and glycocholate. They found a higher diagnostic performance for the serum metabolite biomarkers compared with the AFP in terms of differentiating HCC from a high-risk population of cirrhosis.

**Core-fucosylated**

Core-fucosylated (CF) proteins could be candidate biomarkers in the diagnosis of HCC. CF such as from fibronectin at site 1007 could differentiate HCC from cirrhosis in patients with alcoholic liver diseases. Also, CF cadherin-5 at site 61 could distinguish between HCC on chronic HCV hepatitis liver disease from cirrhosis. Furthermore, four differentially expressed apolipoprotein isoform proteins could differentiate NAFLD without cirrhosis form NAFLD-related cirrhosis or HCC on cirrhotic NAFLD. Also, another protein, CD5 antigen-like, a soluble scavenger cysteine-rich protein that modulates inflammatory responses, could distinguish between NAFLD-related cirrhosis from NAFLD without cirrhosis but could not have any diagnostic value for HCC.

Finally, an 11-peak algorithm based on analysis of serum proteins was proven to be more accurate than several conventional biomarkers for early-stage HCC. Overall, more proteomics probably will identify more HCC biomarkers.

**DEVELOPMENT OF NEW HCC BIOMARKERS FOR DIAGNOSIS, PROGNOSIS AND TUMOR RESPONSE PREDICTION**

So far, none of the new biomarkers outperform the conventional ones in such a way that it has been widely adopted in clinical practice. However, new data are promising.

**Biomarkers for HCC risk assessment**

Cirrhotic patients undergo justified periodical screenings to detect the early development of HCC. The identification of host factors such as the various biological pathways involved in liver carcinogenesis may help define specific adapted screening policies. Today, numerous candidate-gene studies have reported associations between SNPs and the presence of HCC.

Unfortunately, the several host SNPs identified so far only partly explain the association with HCC in HCV-infected patients and did not enable good prediction on the individual and population levels. It seems reasonable that various panels of SNPs should be incorporated into complex models of “genomic risk prediction”, which take into account both host and environmental factors that can influence liver carcinogenesis at the near future.

At present, two biomarkers for HCC risk assessment have been developed including SNPs in germ-line epidermal growth factor associated with HCC on HCV-related cirrhosis and a specific 186-gene signature defining the high risk of HCC development in cirrhotic patients.

**Biomarkers for HCC diagnosis**

Non-invasive diagnosis using EASL/AASLD criteria allows a confidential diagnosis of most HCCs above 2 cm. However, imaging is less reliable in one-third of small nodules, and a liver biopsy is often indicated. In this
scenario, EASL guidelines recommend testing the combination of 3 immunohistochemical markers (GPC3, HSP70 and GS). Besides, a 3-gene signature including GPC3, lymphatic vessel endothelial hyaluronan receptor 1, and survivin has also been proposed as an accurate molecular tool (sensitivity of 95% and specificity of 94%) to discriminate dysplastic nodules and HCCs smaller than 2 cm in the setting of HCV etiology\(^{[108]}\). A step forward in the diagnosis of HCC could be provided by the development of a “liquid biopsy”, i.e., the identification in the peripheral circulation of CTCs or circulating tumor DNA that have detached from a primary tumor\(^{[109]}\). A recent paper reported preliminary data in 8 tumor types, including HCC\(^{[110]}\).

**Prognostic biomarkers for HCC**

Regarding prognostic signatures for HCC, the phenotypic and molecular diversity of HCC allows us to identify several new biomarkers.

Changes in AFP levels have been used for prognostic stratification at a cut-off of > 500 ng/dL as a predictor of drop-out in the list of transplantation\(^{[31]}\) and as a predictor of the outcome of patients in phase III trials testing systemic therapies such as transarterial therapies or Sorafenib.

Furthermore, an excellent prognostic ability has also been reported for some genetic signatures obtained from tumor specimens in HCC patients treated by liver resection. Indeed, a 5-gene score based on the expression of TAF9, RAN, RAMP3, KRT19 and HN1 genes, represents the most reliable predictor of survival identified so far in multiple cohorts\(^{[111]}\). Also, neoangiogenesis-related genes (a panel of microRNA associated with regulation of angiogenesis) seem to be hallmarks of fast-growing HCCs and worst survival\(^{[112]}\). Finally, a 186-gene score from adjacent to tumor tissue was shown to have independent prognostic significance to predict overall survival in HCC patients\(^{[113]}\).

**The use of biomarkers as predictors of response to therapeutic targets to HCC**

The possibility of using novel biomarkers to predict tumor behavior to targeted therapies is appealing. Such biomarkers are the FGF that are essential pathway components of oncogenesis. FGF3/FGF4 amplification was found to predict increased response to the sorafenib in patients with HCC\(^{[114]}\). Sorafenib is a targeted therapy, classified as a tyrosine kinase inhibitor, has been the standard of care for patients with advanced HCC for the last decade\(^{[115]}\). Other predictive markers for sorafenib efficacy include high levels of soluble stem-cell factor receptor c-Kit and low levels of hepatocyte growth factor which have shown a non-significant trend for sorafenib efficacy\(^{[116,117]}\). Furthermore, patients with HCV-related HCC showed a higher benefit from sorafenib (HR: 0.47) compared to non-HCV patients (HR: 0.81)\(^{[118]}\).

Other targeted therapies for HCC include lenvatinib\(^{[119]}\) and regorafenib\(^{[120]}\) as first-line treatments and cabozantinib\(^{[121]}\) and ramucirumab\(^{[122]}\) as second-line treatments. In phase III REACH-2 trial, Zhu et al.\(^{[121]}\) demonstrated that ramucirumab as a second-line treatment achieved a significant and meaningful overall survival benefit with a favorable safety profile in HCC patients with baseline AFP greater than or equal to 400 ng/mL, a population associated with poor prognosis; ramucirumab decreased mortality by 29% vs. placebo as a second-line treatment for patients with advanced HCC and that AFP is a predictor of the efficacy of ramucirumab. Although AFP could predict the efficacy of ramucirumab, there is still a need for more biomarkers that show survival benefits for other HCC treatments\(^{[122]}\).

Another targeted drug for HCC, nivolumab, in a recent phase I-II clinical trial of 260 patients with advanced HCC has shown up to 16% of objective responses, some of them of long duration, obtaining a median overall survival of 16 months\(^{[122]}\). Again, the biomarkers used, the programmed death-1 and its ligand immunostaining status did not predict response to nivolumab\(^{[123]}\).

Recently, a gene signature capturing the immune class of HCC (~30% of patients) is currently under investigation as a treatment response predictor\(^{[124]}\).
HCC biomarkers that might be used as therapeutic targets

As explained previously, GPC3 is a membrane-associated heparan sulfate proteoglycan that can be used as biomarker for HCC. However, recent studies have shown that it plays a role in cancer pathogenesis and proliferation and therefore it can be used as a therapeutic target to stop the progress and proliferation of tumor cells\(^\text{[125,126]}\).

Another biomarker and possible therapeutic target is the kinesin family member C1 (KIFC1). Recent studies showed that KIFC1 is overexpressed in HCC tumor tissues compared with non-tumor tissues, therefore, it might be used as a predictor for HCC\(^\text{[127]}\). Moreover, in vitro KIFC1 knockdown could effectively decrease the viability of HCC tumor cells, and induce apoptosis and cell death. This highlights that KIFC1 might be used as a biomarker and a therapeutic target for HCC\(^\text{[127]}\).

Serum marker panels for HCC

Aspartate aminotransferase to platelet ratio index

Aspartate aminotransferase to platelet ratio index (APRI) has been used to assess the risk of fibrosis and cirrhosis among hepatitis C patients. APRI has been recently investigated to predict the risk of cirrhosis-dependent and independent HCC in HBV patients\(^\text{[128]}\). A recent study showed that APRI can predict response to transarterial chemoembolization treatment before starting the therapy\(^\text{[129]}\).

Fibrosis-4 index

A Korean study evaluating the role of Fibrosis-4 (FIB-4) index in predicting HCC among HBsAg positive individuals; they found that FIB-4 has a better predictive of HCC incidence, compared to that of ultrasonographic liver cirrhosis (C-index: 0.775 vs. 0.701; \(P = 0.040\))\(^\text{[130]}\). On the other hand, some reports show that liver fibrosis index (FIB-4) is not reliable for the prediction of HCC\(^\text{[131]}\).

Forns test

A study of liver fibrosis indices (APRI, FIB-4 index, and Forns index) showed that Forns index performed before HCV antiviral therapy was a predictor to identify patients with low likelihood of developing HCC after achieving a sustained virologic response\(^\text{[132]}\). Moreover, Forns index was found to predict the recurrence and death of patients with hepatitis B-related HCC after curative resection\(^\text{[133]}\).

CONCLUSION

No biomarker combination is reliable enough to diagnose a lesion as HCC without confirmatory histological or radiological features. None of the new tumor markers outperform the conventional ones in such a way that it has been widely adopted in clinical practice. The diagnostic accuracy, particularly for early-stage HCC, can be improved by combining two or more biomarkers to reach an acceptable (> 80%) sensitivity with a modest decrement in specificity\(^\text{[60]}\). For this purpose, the accuracy can also be improved by measuring the overtime variability of the marker. However, all these proposals are waiting for prospective and external validations, and there are no recommended recall policies based on biomarker combinations or variability for the surveillance of patients at risk of developing HCC.

In terms of response to HCC treatment, AFP levels can predict response to ramucirumab treatment; an elevated AFP is a poor prognostic factor for ramucirumab survival benefit. However, future research should develop useful biomarkers for monitoring treatment activity, detecting early resistance to treatment and identifying patients who would more likely benefit from treatment.
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